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BALL of PEACE and FRIENDSHIP on 54th WORLD TABLE TENNIS
CHAMPIONSHIPS in GERMANY
BALL of PEACE in the MESSE DUSSELDORF

New York, 11.06.2017, 19:53 Time

USPA NEWS - In a Messe Dusseldorf 's hall, table tennis spectators, who came to watch actions of the 54th World Table Tennis
Championships, could see and sign on the huge ball and then proceed to two sport arenas for to see their table tennis idols in action
and to share with them an exiting time of competitions on the top table tennis event of the year.

Is there the audience-spectators a part of table tennis actions? Yes, certainly!
The LIEBHERR World Table Tennis Championships 2017 in Dusseldorf, Germany demonstrated again, that table tennis fans,
spectators play a significant role in table tennis competitions. Full house ESPRIT arena with a great enthusiasm cheered players, who
were giving out their best efforts in table tennis matches. Friendly and loyal to all contenders, the audience especially enthusiastically
cheered their table tennis idols. Fans and spectators valued nice strokes, spins, drives, blocks, combinations not only of their favorites,
but, also, from their opponents. And players, seemingly, felt responsible in front of their fans and spectators, showing the best that they
can do on table tennis courts.
Multi-national audience cheered players, did waves on the tribunes, raised supporting signs in tact to the dynamics of games.
In the Messe, which hosted the #ITTFWTTC2017 you could see and sign on the huge table tennis ball, which became a symbol of
Peace and Friendship between the athletes from 108 countries on the 54th WTTC and everyone who came to ESPRIT arena to
witness one of the best table tennis event
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